Instructor: Tina Bruggeman

Dates: Monday, March 2nd & 16th, 10am - 1pm and

Project description: Learning how to make a quilt using a fabric collage technique.

Book: One of Laura Heine’s Mini Patterns

Fabric: Lots of fabric scraps!! As many as you can find with florals!
1/2 yards of Cotton Voile
4-5 yards of Steam-A-Seam 2

Note: Please never cut flower out from fabric unless it is backed with Steam-A-Seam!!

Sewing supplies:
1. Scissors Karen Buckley are the best for this project!
2. Please pick fabrics with smaller flowers and motifs for this mini Quilt
3. Applique Pressing Sheet(17 x 24) is helpful.
4. Marking pen like, Sharpie or blue fabric pen or # 2 pencil

Prior to class: Suggested, as per direction iron on Steam-A-Seam on to the back of your floral fabric scraps then fussy cut flowers out. Bring, snack/lunch if you need it.